save you a lot of costly visits to your dentist. (A disadvantage if you LIKE going to the dentist!)

**HOW IT HELPS PREVENT GUM DISEASE and CAVITIES:** The SOLADEY-2 toothbrush with the titanium dioxide rod neutralizes and removes plaque. It is the bacteria in plaque which acts on food, producing acid, **which causes bad breath, cavities, and gum disease.** Normally, saliva neutralizes this action, but when plaque builds up, it acts as a barrier, preventing the neutralization action of saliva. Clinical studies prove that the SOLADEY-2 reduces plaque buildup, by working with saliva. Testing in Japan and Germany, verify this, and studies at The University of Saskatchewan concluded that the SOLADEY-2 had “a significant inhibitory effect on both total acid, and lactic acid, by the cariogenic bacteria. Acid production, by plaque bacteria has been implicated as one of the prime causes of dental cavities. In conclusion, there is solid evidence that semi-conductor toothbrushes such as the SOLADEY-2 are highly effective, with superior plaque removing ability.”

This new invention has been getting excellent feedback from millions of users. It provides continuous plaque reduction and a cleaner mouth with sparkling teeth. The brush does not vibrate, there is no electric shock, and no unpleasant taste. It provides a long-lasting, unusually clean feeling using a very minimal amount of toothpaste. And the price is remarkably low. The Titanium Dioxide rod does not wear out, and the brush heads are replaceable.

**HERE’S WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:**

“For a number of years I have had a lot of plaque build-up and consequential pocketing of the gum tissue which lead to peridontal surgery. I have tried all types and styles of brushes in an attempt to prevent further problems. After trying the SOLADEY-2 my gum tissue is healthier, and I have no plaque build-up.”

   N. Given, Registered Nurse, Brandon MB

“I am truly delighted with the SOLADEY-2. I have a clean fresh mouth each time I use it.”

   J. Jenn, Port Coquitlam BC

“Since my daughter started using the SOLADEY-2, her check-ups have dramatically improved. I don’t believe her brushing habits have improved so much as the toothbrush helped.”

   P. Gould, Winnipeg MB

“I would like to tell you how delighted we are with the SOLADEY-2 toothbrushes that our family bought. Whenever we visit our dentists we get comments on how we must spend a lot of time on our teeth, when in fact we do not take that much trouble over our teeth. It just goes to show you how effective these toothbrushes are.”

   S. Gross, Richmond BC

“I am more aware of my teeth now. My mouth feels so clean all of the time.”

   S. Lowe, Vancouver BC

“I am very satisfied with my SOLADEY-2.......I do not want to be without it.”

   I. Amero, New Westminster BC